Asfora

Everyday style
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Wiring Devices
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Bring modern style
into your home
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colors:
white and cream
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Asfora

Everyday style
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Sleek, elegant, and robust, the Asfora range
delivers everything today’s wiring devices
should. With a wide range of everyday functions,
Asfora wiring devices will help you get more
out of your living spaces. As pleasing to the
touch as they are to the eye, Asfora products
are made from high-quality materials that
deliver performance day in, day out.
When you choose Asfora, you get the right
wiring devices for your home—and lifestyle.

Enjoy everyday comfort
and convenience
With Asfora, it’s easy to enhance your home’s
interior with the perfect lighting ambiance for each
time of day.

Roller blinds
Adjust your room’s
natural light according
to the weather and
your mood.
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Switch with
locator lamp

Dimmer switch
Create just the
right ambiance
the easy way.

Find your light
switches easily
in the dark.

The Asfora range delivers the quality
design and manufacturing you expect
from Schneider Electric. All Asfora
products meet the latest standards
and are manufactured from robust
materials chosen to withstand
everyday use for years to come.
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Rest assured with lasting quality
and safety

Socket-outlet
with cover
Ideal for homes with
small children.
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See which switch controls what at a glance. Asfora light switches
feature subtly engraved icons to eliminate fumbling around to find
the switch you are looking for—making enjoying your home simpler
and easier than ever.

Watertight for
installation in bathrooms
and other wet areas.
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IP 44 socketoutlet

Stay connected

TV/R/SAT socket
Access all of your
media from a single
jack.
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From playing online video games to enjoying your
favorite music throughout your home, the Asfora
range has everything you need to stay connected.

RJ45 data
socket

Loudspeaker
socket

Plug in your telephone,
TV, PC, or gaming
console to keep
your digital world
close at hand.

Enjoy music from
a single source
throughout your home
and hide unsightly
wiring inside walls.

Installation has never
been easier
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and automatic
screwless
connectors for
reliable connections.
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Ergonomic
wire releaser

Enhanced safety
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thanks to insulated
connectors and a
wiring diagram.

Locking claws
ensure that fittings
stay securely in
place for years and
years. The claws are
protected to keep
fingers safe.

Eco-designed and
Manufactured
Asfora products are manufactured using
materials and processes that meet the
highest environmental standards.

Selection guide
Switch, pushbutton, dimmer

white

2-way switch - lift terminals

EPH0423321

cream

1-pole 2-way switch - lift terminals

EPH0403321

EPH0403323

1-pole pushbutton - lift terminals

EPH0703321

EPH0703323

1-pole 2-way switch - pilot lamp - lift terminals

EPH1503321

EPH1503323

Double 2-way switch - lift terminal

EPH0603321

EPH0603323

1-pole pushbutton - locator light - lift terminals

EPH1603321

Rotary dimmer with locator light - 2-way - 600W

EPH6503121

Roller blind switch - screw terminals

EPH1303321

Socket outlet
Single socket outlet - pin earth - shuttered

EPH2803221

Pack of single socket outlet - pin earth - shuttered

EPH2823221

EPH2803223

TV connector - 1dB

EPH3203121

EPH3203123

Single data outlet - RJ45 - Cat5e - STP

EPH5003121

EPH5003123

TV/R ending outlet - 1dB

EPH3303121

EPH3303123

TV-R-SAT intermediate outlet - 4dB

EPH3503221

Cover frame
1-gang blind cover
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35 rue Joseph Monier
92500 Rueil-Malmaison
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